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Summary

� Plasmodesmata (PD) facilitate movement of molecules between plant cells. Regulation of

this movement is still not understood. Plasmodesmata are hard to study, being deeply

embedded within cell walls and incorporating several membrane types. Thus, structure and

protein composition of PD remain enigmatic. Previous studies of PD protein composition iden-

tified protein lists with few validations, making functional conclusions difficult.
� We developed a PD scoring approach in iteration with large-scale systematic localization,

defining a high-confidence PD proteome of Physcomitrium patens (HC300). HC300,

together with bona fide PD proteins from literature, were placed in PDDB. About 65% of pro-

teins in HC300 were not previously PD-localized.
� Callose-degrading glycolyl hydrolase family 17 (GHL17) is an abundant protein family with

representatives across evolutionary scale. Among GHL17s, we exclusively found members of

one phylogenetic clade with PD localization and orthologs occur only in species with devel-

oped PD. Phylogenetic comparison was expanded to xyloglucan endotransglucosylases/

hydrolases and Exordium-like proteins, which also diversified into PD-localized and non-PD-

localized members on distinct phylogenetic clades.
� Our high-confidence PD proteome HC300 provides insights into diversification of large pro-

tein families. Iterative and systematic large-scale localization across plant species strengthens

the reliability of HC300 as basis for exploring structure, function, and evolution of this impor-

tant organelle.

Introduction

Plasmodesmata (PD) are important and complex structures
present in all land plants, providing connections between plant
cells that are otherwise separated by a thick cell wall. During
the evolution of multicellular life forms, the exchange of nutri-
ents and information was required to coordinate development
and distinct cellular differentiation. The cellular structures and
mechanisms facilitating intercellular communication evolved
along different paths. In animals, different types of gap junc-
tions mediate the exchange of small molecules between cells,
while primary cilia coordinate cell-to-cell signaling (Bangs &

Anderson, 2017; Song et al., 2018; Anvarian et al., 2019). In
plants, PD evolved to facilitate translocation of both nutrients
and signaling molecules in the presence of a cell wall. While
the structure and function of gap junctions and primary cilia
are rather well understood, PD structure and function remain
somewhat enigmatic.

Plasmodesmata were serendipitously discovered in the 1800s
by the botanist Eduard Tangl while staining cell wall cellulose
using organic pigments. To his surprise, he observed cytoplasmic
connections between plant cells in the endosperm (Tangle, 1879).
Similar structures were subsequently identified in many other
plant species. Notably, analogous structures likely evolved inde-
pendently at least six times, underlining their necessity for multi-
cellularity (Raven, 2007).*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Plasmodesmata connect neighboring cells by forming sophisti-
cated channels lined by a contiguous plasma membrane. A special
feature of land plant PD is the desmotubule, a strand of appar-
ently tightly appressed ER that extends through the cytoplasmic
sleeve (Ding et al., 1992a,b, 1996). Since their discovery, PD are
considered as pores between cells, enabling diffusion of small
molecules below a certain size (Wolf et al., 1989). They also seem
to enable passage of macromolecules, such as RNAs, peptides,
and proteins that are vital for plant development and physiologi-
cal processes (Lucas et al., 1995, 2009; Kim et al., 2005).
Recently, tethering between the plasma membrane and the des-
motubule was suggested as a mechanism to control PD pore size
and multiple C2 domains and transmembrane region proteins
(MCTP) were shown to play a major role in this process (Brault
et al., 2019). However, mechanisms of transport through PD are
still unclear, as is their precise structural composition.

Proteomic analyses of PD enrichments provide a glimpse of
the protein composition of these complex channels. To date, PD
proteomes have largely been derived through biochemical enrich-
ment of cell wall preparations, for example in Arabidopsis (Bayer
et al., 2006; Fernandez-Calvino et al., 2011; Kraner et al., 2017),
Populus trichocarpa (Leijon et al., 2018), or Nicotiana benthami-
ana (Park et al., 2017). Some of these proposed PD proteins were
also found enriched in detergent-resistant membrane fractions.
This may be due to the plasma membrane in PD being character-
ized by a distinct lipid and sterol composition (Grison
et al., 2015a; Yan et al., 2019). Out of several thousand candi-
dates identified in such proteomics analyses, only a small subset
has actually been validated with PD localization in planta, and
the fraction of false positives and contaminants in such lists is
expected rather high.

Biochemical preparations of PD obtained, for example,
through cell wall enrichment or differential centrifugations con-
tain a large proportion of copurifying proteins from cellular
domains other than PD. Therefore, quantitative methods distin-
guishing PD proteins from non-PD proteins are required. In pre-
vious studies, comparative quantitative assessments of PD
proteomes were performed, for example, by determining an
enrichment ratio of proteins identified in PD compared with cell
walls to define a ‘core PD proteome’ (Brault et al., 2019). In
another study, a reduced abundance of PD proteins was observed
in the loss of function mutant of Choline Transporter 1 (cher1-1)
and this observation was used to rank PD components (Kraner
et al., 2017). A further approach characterizing PD proteomes
explored protein recruitment to PD in response to viral infection
(Park et al., 2017). Viral movement between cells occurs through
PD and thus proteins recruited or depleted from PD in response
to viral infection were considered as candidate PD proteins.
However, due to limited validation and limited number of spe-
cies that have been used in PD studies, a reliable PD proteome
with the probabilistic classification of core PD components and
copurifying proteins remains to be resolved.

Here, we used the bryophyte Physcomitrium patens as a model
organism to establish a PD proteome by an iterative discovery-
verification workflow using experimental protein enrichment and
a feature scoring algorithm in iteration with in planta

localization. Bryophytes were among the first evolving land plants
(Coudert et al., 2019), thus requiring transport and communica-
tion between cells despite rigid cell walls. Our results give insights
into the large PD protein families, such as cell-wall-modifying
enzymes and Exordium (EXO) proteins. These protein families
are evolutionarily conserved across species, indicating their
importance in the evolution of multicellularity.

Materials and Methods

Plant material and culture conditions

Physcomitrium patens (Hedw.) ecotype Gransden cultures were
obtained from the International Moss Stock Center (IMSC, Frei-
burg, Germany). Physcomitrium patens was cultured on modified
BCD medium containing 5 mM diammonium tartrate (Cove
et al., 2009; Supporting Information Methods S1). Nicotiana
benthamiana seeds were soaked in water for 24 h at 20°C and
then grown on peat moss substrate in a glasshouse for 3 wk under
long-day conditions (Methods S1).

Preparation of plasmodesmata

The PD preparation workflow (Fig. S1A) was based on two pre-
viously published methods (Faulkner & Bayer, 2017; Kraner
et al., 2017) and optimized for P. patens tissue. First step in PD
(Fig. S1B) preparation workflow was disruption of plant tissue
with a Potter-Elvehjem Homogenizer in presence of high deter-
gent concentrations (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM
DTT, 1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.5% (v/v) sodium deoxycholate,
0.1% (w/v) SDS, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 100 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 8). This gently perforated cell walls and removed organelles
while leaving cell walls mostly intact to preserve PD structures
(Fig. S1C). Two subsequent rounds of grinding cell wall fractions
in liquid nitrogen efficiently removed additional soluble protein
contaminants and prepared cell walls for digestion by breaking up
cell clusters (Fig. S1D). Washing with lower concentrations of
detergents (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% (v/v) Triton
X-100, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 100 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8) pre-
vented premature solubilization of PD membranes at this point.
Cell wall fragments were digested using driselase. After ultracen-
trifugation, the resulting PD pellet contained small membranous
components and protein aggregates with very little remains of cell
walls (Fig. S1E). Along the PD preparation workflow, four pro-
tein fractions were collected as input for later PD scoring: cell wall
proteins (CW), total of microsomal membranes (Mic), final pellet
of PD-enriched proteins (PD), and a total cell extract (TC).

Protein isolation from other sources

Total protein was extracted in a urea thiourea environment (He
et al., 2021). Microsomal fraction isolation followed established
protocols (Pertl et al., 2001). Cell wall extracts were obtained
after cell homogenization with a Potter-Elvehjem PTFE tissue
grinder in a high-detergent environment and centrifugation at
1000 g (Kraner et al., 2017).
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LC–MS/MS analysis of peptides

Proteins were trypsin-digested and desalted (Hughes et al., 2019),
and peptide mixtures were analyzed on a nanoflow UPLC-
coupled Orbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer (Q-Exactive HF;
Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Methods S1). Spectra
were matched against P. patens proteome (Ppatens_318_v.3.3.-
protein.fasta, 87 533 entries) using MAXQUANT v.2.0.3.0 (Cox &
Mann, 2008). Mass spectrometry proteomics data were deposited
to ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner reposi-
tory (Deutsch et al., 2017) with identifier PXD032820.

PD score

The PD score is the sum of two components, enrichment score
(Eqn 1) and feature score (Eqns 2, 3; Fig. S2A). LFQ values from
the TC, MIC, CW, and PD fractions derived from MAXQUANT

(Tyanova et al., 2016) were log2-transformed before further cal-
culations. Fraction means were calculated and normalized using
z-score (Fig. S2B):

Enrichment Score : ∑
x ∈X

z Score log2 LFQ intensity PDð Þ� ��
z Score log2 LFQ intensity xð Þ� �

Eqn 1

X = {MIC, TC, CW}.
Feature scores were based on frequency of protein functions,

and PFAM domains (https://pfam.xfam.org/) found in the refer-
ence data set and validated PD candidates. The feature score is
the sum of feature frequencies of PD protein-associated features
found in the scored protein (Fig. S2C):

Feature Frequency : ∑
n

i¼1

count featureið Þ
max count featureið Þð Þ Eqn 2

Feature Score : ∑
n

i¼1

featurei frequency Eqn 3

Quantification of PD candidate localization

Confocal images were screened visually for colocalization of pro-
teins of interest and aniline blue. Candidates showing colocaliza-
tion with aniline blue were quantitatively scored by the so-called
PD index (Grison et al., 2019). To minimize bias in quantifica-
tion, we used a semi-automated approach of an in-house-
generated macro for FIJI software package (Schindelin
et al., 2012; Methods S1).

Phylogenetic analysis

GHL17s, XTHs, and EXOs protein sequences were retrieved
from PHYTOZOME, ENSEMBL, PHYCOCOSM, and http://genome.
microbedb.jp/klebsormidium databases (Goodstein et al., 2012;
Hori et al., 2014; Howe et al., 2020; Grigoriev et al., 2021). All

protein sequences were subjected to protein domain prediction at
INTERPRO server (Hunter et al., 2009). Maximum likelihood trees
were generated using the NGPHYLOGENY.FR tool (Lemoine
et al., 2019) and visualized and edited in ITOL (Letunic &
Bork, 2019).

Results

Detection of PD in P. patens

To evaluate the presence and type of PD in Physcomitrium, trans-
mission electron micrographs of longitudinal and cross sections
were generated from protonemata, in which PD were randomly
distributed along the cell-to-cell interface (Fig. 1a,b). Simple PD
morphotypes were found at interfaces between protonema cells at
a relatively high density of 11.3 (�1.4) PD μm−2 (Fig. 1c) com-
pared with PD densities in Arabidopsis roots, which ranged from
2.5 to 12.5 PD μm−2, depending on the cell-type interface (Zhu
& Lucas, 1998). Plasmodesmata averaged to 362.6 nm
(�119.2 nm) in length and 29.7 nm (�4.9) in diameter. Physco-
mitrium protonema PD were clearly longer than what has been
published for Arabidopsis suspension cells or roots (Grison
et al., 2015b; Nicolas et al., 2017) because of thicker cell walls in
measured Physcomitrium protonema. The diameter was in a similar
range as described previously for Arabidopsis. (Fig. 1d) We
achieved an enrichment of common PD proteins from Physcomi-
trium with concurrent depletion of typical contaminants. Proteins
expected in PD, such as C2-domain-containing proteins (Brault
et al., 2019), were found with increased abundance in PD fractions
compared with TC or CW fractions (Fig. 1e). Photosynthetic pro-
teins in PD pellets were found in reduced abundance, while non-
PD membrane proteins, such as plasma membrane ATPases, were
most abundant in the microsomal fraction (Fig. 1e), and not in
PD.

Our PD preparation workflow (Fig. S1) identified a total of
870 proteins in the final PD pellet. A comparison of published
PD pellet proteomes from Arabidopsis (Bayer et al., 2006;
Fernandez-Calvino et al., 2011; Kraner et al., 2017; Brault
et al., 2019), P. trichocarpa (Leijon et al., 2018), and
N. benthamiana (Park et al., 2017) revealed large overlap of
422 Arabidopsis orthologs in PD pellets of Physcomitrium and
Arabidopsis (Fig. 1f). Besides typical PD protein functions in
cell wall modification or C2-domain-containing proteins, there
was a high fraction (22%; n = 38) of typical contaminants,
such as ribosomes and photosynthetic proteins from light-
harvesting complexes and Calvin-Benson Cycle among ortho-
logs found in at least three species. The fact that such nontar-
get proteins made up of a high percentage of the overlap in
PD protein lists, suggesting that definition of PD proteins,
solely based on discovery in multiple proteomics data sets, lacks
specificity and requires additional criteria for a robust definition
of PD composition. Therefore, to identify high-confidence PD
protein candidates, a data-driven proteomics-based approach
was used in iteration with systematic verification of PD
localization.
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Definition of a high-confidence PD proteome using an
iterative scoring system

To reliably distinguish actual PD proteins from non-PD proteins
in biochemical PD preparations, we developed a PD score

(Fig. S2), which is based on protein abundance data along the
PD preparation workflow and on annotated features of a refer-
ence data set containing confirmed PD proteins from public
sources. We compiled published proteome data sets in a rela-
tional database (PDDB http://pddb.uni-hohenheim.de, Fig. S3)
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Fig. 1 Plasmodesmata (PD) from Physcomitrium patens. (a) Longitudinal section through simple PD between two protonema cells. Desmotubule (pointed
with arrows) is visible in the central part of the lumen as a higher electron density. Bar, 500 nm. (b) Cross-section through PD between two protonema
cells. Desmotubule (pointed with arrowheads) is visible in the central part of the lumen as a higher electron density. Bar, 500 nm. (c) PD density in proto-
nema cell-to-cell interface as determined by TEM analysis. (d) Measurements of PD length and density based on TEM images. In (c) and (d), purple boxes
indicate the ranges of respective values as found in the literature for Arabidopsis. The boxes and whiskers represent the 25th to 75th percentiles and
minimum–maximum distributions of the data, respectively. Horizontal lines represent the median and open circles represent individual values. (e) Depletion
of nontarget proteins (e.g. photosynthetic proteins) and enrichment of target proteins (e.g. C2-domain-containing proteins) in PD preparations. The family
of plasma membrane H+-ATPases (p-ATPases) was used as control for non-PD plasma membrane. The boxes and whiskers represent the 25th to 75th per-
centiles and minimum–maximum distributions of the data, respectively. Horizontal lines represent the median and open circles represent individual
values. CW, cell wall; Mic, microsomal membranes; PD, plasmodesmata pellet; TC, total cell extract. (f) Overlap of identified protein in PD pellets from
Physcomitrium and published data sets from Arabidopsis (Bayer et al., 2006; Fernandez-Calvino et al., 2011; Kraner et al., 2017; Brault et al., 2019),
Populus trichocarpa (Leijon et al., 2018) and Nicotiana benthamiana (Park et al., 2017). For Arabidopsis, the protein lists from four different studies were
combined. For this comparison, Arabidopsis orthologs from respective species were used based on mappings available from PHYTOZOME (Goodstein
et al., 2012).
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and complemented this with 70 individual protein entries with
literature evidence of experimental PD localization (Table S1).
These proteins were used as bona fide confirmed PD proteins and
were further expanded by 115 proteins published as the PD core
proteome (Brault et al., 2019) based on their high enrichment in
PD fractions compared with cell wall or membrane fractions.
Additional reliable PD proteins from published sources included
152 proteins with greater than twofold depletion in the cher1-1
mutant (Kraner et al., 2017), and 56 proteins (52 unique Arabi-
dopsis orthologs) with more than fivefold enrichment or deple-
tion in PD in response to viral infection (Park et al., 2017).
Respective threshold values were chosen upon re-evaluation
and by applying a two-standard deviation width to histograms
of published quantitative data (Table S1). The list of 201 pro-
teins published as PD-enriched from P. trichocarpa (Leijon
et al., 2018) was not included, since no enrichment ratios were
published, making a quantitative re-evaluation difficult. Thus,
the first PD scoring training data set comprised 338 unique Ara-
bidopsis orthologs (Table S1) coming from complementary data
sources (Fig. 2a).

The PD score was then calculated for each identified protein as
the sum of an enrichment score and a feature score (Fig. S2). The
enrichment score was derived from the abundance of proteins
identified in PD fractions compared with the corresponding
abundance in CW, MIC, and TC. The feature score was calcu-
lated from frequencies of PFAM domains (http://www.pantherdb.

org) and functional classifications by MAPMAN (Thimm
et al., 2004) in the reference data set of 338 bona fide PD pro-
teins. Consequently, proteins received higher PD scores when
they were enriched in the PD fraction and in addition shared fea-
tures with reference PD proteins.

For 863 proteins found in the Physcomitrium PD pellet, we
were able to calculate an enrichment score, and for 200 proteins
the enrichment score was > 1 (Fig. 2b). The full PD score was
calculated for 2053 out of the 4996 identified proteins
(Table S2). There were more proteins with a PD score (Fig. 2c)
than with an enrichment score because also proteins not quanti-
fied by an enrichment score were awarded a PD score based on
their features, and thus potentially qualified as part of the PD
proteome. Out of this first PD score distribution, 147 proteins
were selected and the corresponding cDNAs were cloned to vali-
date PD localization by transient expression in N. benthamiana
(Fig. 2d). Proteins which localized to PD were added to the refer-
ence data set in PDDB for PD scoring. As a result of an iterative
second PD scoring based on the updated PD protein list, most of
the experimentally localized PD proteins increased in PD score,
as did other proteins with similar features (Fig. 2e). This visua-
lizes the key concept of iterative PD scoring consisting of (1) pro-
tein abundance enrichment in PD fractions, (2) identification of
proteins with similar features as known reference proteins, and
(3) re-evaluating their PD score based on features of experimen-
tally validated new PD-localized proteins.

(b) (c)

(d)(e)

MIC PDTC CW

Experimental data

Reference data set 

(a)

Input Enrichment calcula on Feature scoring

In vivo localiza onItera e scoringOutput: HC300

28865150
Kraner et al.

31286648
Brault et al.

PDDB
28941316
Park et al.

50
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Fig. 2 Plasmodesmata (PD) scoring process visualized with the top 400 best-scoring proteins. (a) Input data consisting of protein abundances in microsomal
(MIC), total cell (TC), cell wall (CW), and PD fractions and the bona fide PD reference data set of PD proteins characterized by quantitative proteomics
(Kraner et al., 2017; Park et al., 2017; Brault et al., 2019) (blue, green, red) and the additional PD-localized proteins in PDDB from different literature sources
(yellow). This data set was used as a PD positive set in the first round of PD scoring. (b–e) The components of the PD scoring process. The y-axes show
enrichment score or PD score. Each of the top 400 scoring proteins is represented by a light gray dot. Proteins are ordered by score in descending order
from left to right. Dark gray dots and vertical lines mark the scores of proteins from the reference data set. Yellow dots and vertical lines mark the scores of
proteins that have been verified by in vivo localization. Gray dashed lines show mean scores. (b) Calculation of the enrichment score that is solely based on
proteomics data. (c) PD scores after including a first round of feature scoring. Higher values represent higher likelihood for PD presence. (d) Scores of newly
PD-localized proteins are highlighted (yellow dots with vertical yellow lines) before iterative scoring. (e) Iterative second PD scoring including proteins
experimentally localized to PD across the full range of PD candidate proteins. Green triangles indicate proteins which were not part of the reference data
set but increased in score after iterative scoring.
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Validation of PD localization using confocal microscopy

Putative PD-localized proteins were systematically screened for
colocalization with the callose-staining dye aniline blue as a mar-
ker of PD pit fields. Candidates were initially screened for PD
localization and given a preliminary validation score (Table S3).
Proteins not colocalizing with aniline blue (112 candidates) were
considered non-PD proteins for the purpose of PD scoring itera-
tion. For the 36 proteins colocalizing with aniline blue, the
degree of enrichment at PD compared with PM was calculated
using a semi-automated PD indexing script. Proteins with a PD
index > 1.1 (the highest mean score of the negative controls,

Figs 3a, S4) were considered enriched at PD compared with bulk
PM. For comparison, aniline blue and the Arabidopsis protein
Plasmodesmata Located Protein 6 (PDLP6), a protein known to
localize exclusively to PD (Thomas et al., 2008), were used as
positive controls (Fig. S4). Aniline blue had a PD index of 4.4,
while PDLP6 had a PD index of 2.5. Similarly, three proteins
from the initial screen that did not show any obvious colocaliza-
tion with aniline blue, localizing to either PM, vesicles, or cyto-
plasm, were used as negative controls and had PD indices of c. 1.

Due to deficiencies in image quality, the PD index could not
be calculated for all candidates deemed PD-localized by qualita-
tive means. We calculated PD indices (range: 1.4–2.7) for 30 of
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Fig. 3 Selected candidate proteins from Physcomitrium patens plasmodesmata (PD) proteome located at PD. Proteins were C-terminally fused to mVenus
and transiently expressed under a β-estradiol inducible promoter. Subcellular localization was observed in epidermal cells of Nicotiana benthamiana at the
confocal microscope. (a) Plasmodesmata index (PD index) of selected candidates, mainly known PD proteins, showed an enrichment at PD similar to well-
established PD marker Arabidopsis Plasmodesmata Located Protein 6 (PDLP6). Plasmodesmata markers aniline blue and PDLP6, and non-PD-localized pro-
teins Arabidopsis MAZZA (PM), PpMHP_1 (Pp3c16_460v3.7; vesicles), and PpUGD (cytoplasm) are shown as red and magenta boxplots, respectively. In
the boxplots, the median value is denoted by a line and the boxes and whiskers represent the 25th to 75th percentiles, and minimum to maximum distribu-
tion. Dashed lines represent the threshold at which a protein is considered PD-enriched and was set at 1.1 corresponding to the highest mean score of the
non-PD-localized proteins PpMHP_1. (b) Examples of single optical sections at cell-to-cell interface showing the colocalization of four novel PD protein
candidates with PD marker aniline blue (white arrowheads). Bars, 10 μm.
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the 36 candidates that colocalized with aniline blue (Fig. 3b). For
the purposes of iterating the PD scoring, all 36 candidates,
including those not assigned a PD index, were treated as
PD-localized proteins. Among this set of proteins were 20 pro-
teins (56%) that had not previously been considered as PD pro-
teins in other species (Table S4). Five members of the glyoxal
oxidase family (Pp3c12_15000; Pp3c3_25264; Pp3c4_20120;
Pp3c2_25840; Pp3c22_8310, and pPGOXL4, Fig. 3b), a
serine–threonine phosphatase (Pp3c1_370, TOPP4, Fig. 3b), an
uncharacterized transmembrane proteins (e.g. Pp3c6_14200,
Fig. 3b), and members of the EXO protein family are examples
of novel PD-localized proteins, which ranked among the top
10% proteins in the PD scoring (Table S2). For iterative scoring,
the feature score component was modified by the contribution of
these PD-localized proteins.

Refinement of a Physcomitrium high-confidence PD
proteome

The iterative PD scores of proteins confirmed as PD localized in
N. benthamiana clearly separated from PD scores of proteins that
could not be localized to PD (Figs 4a, S5A). The PD score was
then used to separate high-confidence PD proteins from other
proteins (Figs 4a, S5A). A threshold PD score of 0.7 was chosen
by carefully balancing the numbers of proteins not found with
PD localization among the top-ranking proteins against proteins
found with PD localization among lower ranking proteins.
Among those 335 PD protein candidates with PD scores > 0.7
(Table S2) were 16 of the cloned and tested proteins, which did
not show PD localization in N. benthamiana. Although there
may be many valid reasons for failed PD localization of these pro-
teins, we termed these as false positives and they made up 3.9%
of the top 335 ranking PD protein subset. In turn, 28 proteins
(1.6%) localizing to PD in N. benthamiana were found among
the 1718 proteins with a calculated PD score of < 0.7, which
were considered as false negatives.

The 335 PD protein candidates were further refined by consid-
ering the PD score difference between the second and the first
round of PD scoring, thus taking advantage of the iterative
improvement of PD scores by the contribution of novel PD pro-
tein functions after experimental localization. For protein func-
tions expected among PD proteins, such as cell wall modifying
proteins and C2-domain-containing proteins, but also for pro-
teins with functions not thus far associated with typical PD pro-
teins, the PD score improved throughout the iterative scoring
process leading to high average PD score differences (Fig. S5B).
In turn, for typical contaminant proteins, such as ribosomes, cat-
alases, and photosynthetic proteins, the PD score was down-
graded by the iterative process resulting in large negative PD
score differences (Fig. S5B). By applying the PD score difference
as further refinement, we excluded proteins that had a negative
PD score difference (PD score difference < −0.13; Fig. 4b),
resulting in P. patens high-confidence PD Proteome (HC300).

Arabidopsis orthologs were used to compare Physcomitrium
PD proteomes with previously published PD proteomes of other
species (Fig. 4c,d). The whole PD proteome dataset contained

1436 Arabidopsis orthologs (Fig. 4c). Of the 292 proteins con-
tained in the HC300, 273 proteins were annotated with Arabi-
dopsis orthologs. After exclusion of photosynthetic proteins as
typical contaminants, HC300 contained 39 proteins annotated
to 17 orthologs of confirmed PD proteins in other species and
249 other proteins mapping to 191 orthologous proteins which
were previously not considered as high-confidence PD proteins
(Fig. 4d,e). Upon stepwise refinement of the Physcomitrium
HC300 PD proteome based on PD score and PD score differ-
ence, the overlap with other quantitative PD proteomes (Kraner
et al., 2017; Park et al., 2017; Brault et al., 2019) became smaller
at each refinement step (Fig. 4c,d). The refinement steps effi-
ciently removed typical contaminants, such as photosynthetic
proteins and ribosomes. The proportion of contaminant proteins
was rather high (25%) among the proteins not considered high-
confidence PD proteins while in HC300 the fraction of putative
contaminants was reduced to 16% (Fig. 4e). Among the novel
proteins in HC300 were five out of 17 EXO/Exordium-Like
(EXL) proteins, whose Arabidopsis orthologs were previously
shown to be located in cell walls (Schröder et al., 2009). HC300
contained five out of seven MCTP protein family members
(Pp3c27_520, Pp3c14_25200, and Pp3c10_11080 in Fig. S4,
Pp3c16_9250 and Pp3c27_540) as well as two other C2-
domain-containing proteins (Pp3c9_16970 and Pp3c9_12510).
Three receptor kinases (Pp3c25_12800, Pp3c1_10970, and
Pp3c19_8660), a phosphatase (Pp3c1_370), and a transmem-
brane scaffold protein (Pp3c4_1550) were further top-ranking
proteins of HC300 (Table S2).

Within HC300, 62% of the proteins were found to have a sig-
nal peptide, 76% had at least one transmembrane domain, and
57% of the proteins were predicted to have intrinsically disor-
dered regions (IDR). Cell wall proteins (84 proteins; bins 10;
P = 5.5 × 10−26) were highly over-represented, as were glyoxal
oxidases (bin 24; P = 8.9 × 10−13; Fig. S5C). In agreement with
the overall high content of cell wall-related proteins, HC300 was
significantly enriched with PFAM domains of glycosyl hydrolase
family 17 (GHL17) proteins (PF00332 and GHL17s), xyloglu-
can endotransglucosylases/hydrolases (PF06955, XTHs), and
pectin esterase (PF1095). The PFAM X8 domain (PF07983), pro-
posed with a role in protein targeting to PD through its signal
sequences for a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) linkage, was
found 14 times (5%; Fig. S5D; Simpson et al., 2009).

Phylogenetic distribution of glycosyl hydrolase family 17

Cell wall proteins made up the largest functional group in
HC300. We identified 16 proteins annotated as β-1,3-glucanases
containing a GHL17 domain (Table S2). GHL17s are callose-
degrading enzymes located at the cell wall and associated with
PD (Levy et al., 2007; Zavaliev et al., 2013; Benitez-
Alfonso, 2014). Members of the GHL17 family were previously
identified in PD proteome lists from Arabidopsis, P. trichocarpa,
and N. benthamiana, and 10 of them overlapped in at least two
species. PpGHL17_16 (Pp3c16_16680) was the only member of
the GHL17 family, for which orthologs were found in PD pro-
teome lists of all four species. Physcomitrium patens HC300
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contained three GHL17 orthologs (PpGHL17_2, PpGHL17_7,
and PpGHL17_9; Table S5), which showed no overlap with PD
proteomes from angiosperms (Fig. 5a).

Based on sequence similarity, GHL17 proteins of representa-
tive species from charophytic algae and embryophytes, including

P. patens, were classified into three major clades (Doxey
et al., 2007; Gaudioso-Pedraza & Benitez-Alfonso, 2014). To get
insights into their role in the evolution of multicellularity, a new
phylogenetic analysis of the GHL17 family was performed
including P. patens, Arabidopsis, P. trichocarpa, Oryza sativa, and

Fig. 4 Characterization of Physcomitrium plasmodesmata (PD) scored proteome. (a) Boxplots of PD scores (2nd scoring) of all proteins that were tested for
localization at PD in Nicotiana benthamiana combined (‘All tested’) and separated into the proteins localized (‘+ PD local.’) and nonlocalized to PD (‘− PD
local.’) and boxplots of PD scores (2nd scoring) of all scored proteins combined (‘All scored’) and separated into proteins that were included into the refined
HC300 proteome (‘+ HC300)’) and excluded of the HC300 proteome (‘- HC300’). Outliers were removed to improve clarity. See Supporting Information
(Fig. S5A) for a comprehensive version of the plot. Horizontal lines represent the median value, whiskers indicate 25th and 75th percentiles. (b) PD score
(> 0.7) and PD score difference (> −0.13) as criteria to define the high-confidence Physcomitrium PD proteome. Light gray: proteins not included in the
refined HC300 proteome. Light yellow: photosynthetic proteins and ribosomal proteins as typical contaminants. Blue, refined HC300 proteome; red, pro-
teins that did not localize at PD in N. benthamiana; yellow, proteins with PD localization in N. benthamiana. (c) Venn diagram containing the nonrefined
set of Arabidopsis orthologs of all PD-scored proteins and the bona fide PD reference data set. (d) Venn diagram containing the Arabidopsis orthologs of
the refined high-confidence PD proteome HC300 and the bona fide PD reference data set. (e) Overview of the HC300 based on Physcomitrium protein
identifiers classified as ‘published’ and novel’ proteins. For each group, contaminants (e.g. plastidial proteins) and experimentally PD-localized proteins were
specifically highlighted.
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representative species from green algae (Figs 5b, S6A). Unexpect-
edly, no GHL17 orthologs could be identified in the unicellular
algae Mesostigma viride and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, which
belong to the Streptophyta and Chlorophyta clades and thus are
ancestors to embryophytes. This suggests that the GHL17 family
emerged in multicellular organisms.

GHL17s from charophytic algae (Klebsormidium nitens, Chara
braunii, and Nepenthes mirabilis) were present only near the base
of the gamma clade, likely representing the ancestral type of
GHL17 proteins (Fig. 5b). The alpha clade only contained
GHL17s from embryophytes, suggesting that this group appeared
during land colonization. Three of the Arabidopsis GHL17 pro-
teins from the alpha clade were previously described to localize at
PD, suggesting that phylogenetic distribution might correlate
with the subcellular localization either at PD or apoplasm (Levy
et al., 2007; Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2013). To further test this
hypothesis, we studied the subcellular localization of six P. patens
GHL17 representatives, four from the alpha clade and two from
the beta clade by transient expression in N. benthamiana.

Transient expression of beta clustered PpGHL17_28-mVenus
and PpGHL17_30-mVenus showed apoplasmic localization
(Fig. S6B), whereas PpGHL17_1-mVenus, PpGHL17_7-
mVenus, PpGHL17_8-mVenus, and PpGHL17_15-mVenus
from the alpha clades were found with a punctate pattern at the
cell periphery and overlaid with aniline blue (Fig. 5c). Since tran-
sient expression assays can lead to mislocalization, and PD
targeting mechanisms might not be conserved between
N. benthamiana and P. patens, we obtained a P. patens stable
transgenic line expressing UBQ:PpGHL17_1-mVenus to further
validate PD localization. The subcellular localization of
PpGHL17_1-mVenus in the stable line confirmed PD localiza-
tion found in transient expression assays (Fig. 5d,e). In addition,
when overexpressing PD-localized PpGHL17_1 in Physcomi-
trium, diffusion of the PD mobile dye carboxyfluorescein diace-
tate (CFDA) increased compared with wild-type ecotype (Fig. 5f,
g) suggesting GHL17s play a role in regulating PD opening
through the degradation of callose. Interestingly, expressing beta-
clade PpGHL17_30, which did not localize to PD (Fig. S6), did
not enhance CFDA diffusion between neighboring protonema
cells (Fig. 5f,g). This points to a functional diversification of PD
and non-PD-localized members of the GHL17 family or that
only PD-localized PpGHL17s can degrade callose at PD. In
recent parallel work, GHL17_4 (Pp3c11_25840) and
GHL17_18 (Ppc16_15860), also members of the GHL17 alpha
clade, were localized to PD in P. patens (Johnston et al., 2023),
thus adding further evidence for PD localization of alpha clade
GHL17s.

In search of a potential PD localization signal, we modeled
structures of alpha-clade PpGHL17s (Fig. 5h). The sequence
motif IFALFENE(N) was over-represented among this group of
GHL17s and was absent in the members of the beta clade. How-
ever, this motif was predicted to be only partially surface-exposed
as part of the 40 Å cleft of the glycosyl hydrolase domain and is
therefore more likely to be related to enzyme function rather than
localization (Fig. 5g). Another interesting observation was that all
GHL17s from the alpha clade contained a beta tunnel and cleft

domain, while the distribution of other structural features, such
as an X8 domain and GPI-anchor signal, was not equally present
(Table S5).

Xyloglucan endotransglucosylases/hydrolases

XTHs are enzymes involved in xyloglucan metabolism and are
important for the control of cell wall strength as well as extensi-
bility during growth and development. In Arabidopsis, XTHs
were shown to be upregulated in the ise2 mutants, which dis-
played an increase in cell-to-cell transport of fluorescent probes
(Burch-Smith et al., 2011). We found 12 members of the XTH
family in HC300, six of which were confirmed as PD-localized
in N. benthamiana (Fig. S7A). The molecular phylogeny of XTH
genes was previously shown to segregate into three major groups
(I, II, and III), and an isolated small group named ‘ancestral’
(Baumann et al., 2007; Eklöf & Brumer, 2010; Shinohara &
Nishitani, 2021). All Physcomitrium XTH genes, except
Pp3c13_11910 and Pp3c3_9730, clustered in group I. The
PpXTHs identified in HC300 were exclusively from group I
(Fig. S7B), indicating a correlation between PD localization and
phylogenetic distribution to group I.

Exordium and exordium-like proteins

Five members of the Arabidopsis EXO and EXL protein family
were identified in HC300: Pp3c19_8770 (PpEXO1),
Pp3c10_8680, and Pp3c14_6120 (AtEXO ortholog by protein
BLAST), Pp3c18_22500 (AtPHI1/EXL7 ortholog), and
Pp3c22_12550 (AtEXL2 ortholog). EXL2 was previously found
in Arabidopsis and P. trichocarpa PD proteomes, but their PD
localization was not confirmed (Fernandez-Calvino et al., 2011;
Leijon et al., 2018). Several members of this family were also
found in Arabidopsis cell wall proteomes (AtEXO, AtEXL1,
AtEXL2, AtEXL3, and AtEXO4) and membrane proteomes
(AtEXL4) (Bayer et al., 2006; Feiz et al., 2006; Jamet
et al., 2006; Mitra et al., 2007). Here, PpEXO1 and
Pp3c22_12550 were found among the top 10 PD score ranks in
HC300 (Table S2) and PpEXO1 localized to PD in transient
expression assays in N. benthamiana (Fig. 6a). The members of
the EXO protein family share structural similarity in an N-
terminal tail with a transmembrane domain and a globular C-
terminal part (Fig. 6b). The globular part of the EXO proteins
contains a distinct ‘nose’ with two clefts, which could serve as
scaffolding or binding sites (Fig. 6b).

A phylogenetic analysis was undertaken to study sequence
divergence along the EXO family evolution. Exordium proteins
from representative species of the embryophytes (17 from
P. patens, 8 from Arabidopsis, 12 from O. sativa, and 17 from
P. trichocarpa) as well as all EXO proteins identified in algae were
therefore included in this analysis (Fig. 6b). We found that EXOs
are distributed between three clades. While clade I contained only
EXO sequences from algae including both Chlorophyta and
Charaphyta, clade II contained EXO sequences from all the
investigated species, distributed between two subclades. Subclade
II-a exclusively included EXOs from the algae Spirogloea
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muscicola, and subclade II-b contained embryophyte sequences.
This clustering shows that embryophyte EXOs found in clade II
are more similar to the EXOs of algae S. muscicola of subclade II-

b than to embryophyte EXOs found in clade III. Clade III con-
tained EXO sequences from all investigated embryophyte species
but none from the investigated algae species. The four P. patens

(a)

(c)

(f)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(h)

(b)
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EXO proteins identified in HC300 were all found in a subclade
of clade III which seems to correspond to a cluster of EXO ortho-
logs from seedless plants previously defined by the EXO
sequences of P. patens and Selaginella moellendorffii (Li
et al., 2021). Interestingly, EXOs from Arabidopsis and
P. trichocarpa previously identified in PD proteome lists were also
found in clade III (Fig. 6b). The EXO protein family is yet the
third example of a protein family in which PD-localized mem-
bers group in a distinct phylogenetic clade.

Discussion

A PD scoring algorithm to define PD proteomes

Plasmodesmata are nanometer-scale structures of high complex-
ity. They contain different types of cellular membranes, and their
protein composition depends on environmental cues, tissue, and/
or developmental stage. Thus, in order to understand the protein
composition of PD, we require in silico approaches which tag
likely PD-localized proteins and separate them from likely non-
PD proteins. No biochemical method yields pure PD. Therefore,
highly abundant proteins such as photosynthetic proteins or ribo-
somes will always be detected in PD preparations. We found that
the overlap between unweighted PD proteome lists contains a
high proportion of contaminant proteins and mere identification
of a protein in biochemically enriched PD preparations is not suf-
ficient to conclude its PD localization without additional infor-
mation. We demonstrated the improvement of the scoring
algorithm after extensive protein localization and used this infor-
mation to refine a high-confidence PD proteome of Physcomi-
trium (HC300) (Fig. 4). A previous approach (Kirk et al., 2021)
also applied a bioinformatic strategy to predict PD proteins based
on protein features found in a subset of the published proteomes
(Fernandez-Calvino et al., 2011; Park et al., 2017; Brault
et al., 2019). However, these authors did not consider biochem-
ical aspects (i.e. enrichment in biochemical PD fractions) and
they did not benchmark the predictions against experimental
protein localization.

Here, we used strict scoring thresholds to define the high-
confidence set of proteins likely present in PD of P. patens. How-
ever, the drawback of stringent thresholding lies in accepting
potential losses of loosely associated proteins or proteins dynami-
cally associated with PD. Similar effects were discussed previously
for interactome data: proteins identified with high reproducibility
and high-confidence tended to make up stable protein complexes,
such as ribosomes, respiratory chain, or photosynthetic com-
plexes (Gilbert et al., 2021). In turn, proteins with higher varia-
bility among replicates and lower confidence values tended to
contain more protein functions for which dynamic or conditional
interactions are expected, such as for example signaling proteins
(Gilbert et al., 2021).

A trade-off between accuracy and coverage has also been dis-
cussed for yeast interactome data (von Mering et al., 2002). In
analogy, HC300 is rich in cell wall proteins and structural ele-
ments (e.g. the C2-domain-containing proteins and putative scaf-
folds) but contains a rather low fraction of signaling elements
such as receptor kinases. We found only one member of the
GDSL-motif lipase/hydrolase family proteins in HC300, while
nine other identified family members were not considered part of
the high-confidence proteome based on their PD score rank,
although two of them were experimentally localized to PD. Simi-
larly, dynamins and RAN-GTPases were not classified among the
HC300 after PD score ranking (Table S2). However, members
of these protein families also showed a PD score difference
> 0.3, indicating highly improved ranking based on features of
experimental localizations. We therefore considered these protein
families part of an extended PD proteome (Table S2).

Besides cell wall modifying proteins, our approach identified sev-
eral members of the EXO protein family (Fig. 6) and several mem-
bers of the glyoxal oxidase family (Fig. 3) as prominent novel
protein families with PD localization. In general, since protein com-
position, structure, and molecular functioning of PD still remain
largely enigmatic, a high-confidence ‘parts list’ will be a valuable
basis for future work on PD structure and function. In that sense,
the HC300 defined here presents the community with a set of
potentially rewarding targets for in-depth functional studies.

Fig. 5 Plasmodesmata (PD) localization of glycolyl hydrolase 17 (GHL17) proteins correlates with phylogenetic distribution. (a) Members of the GHL17
family identified in PD proteomes from angiosperms (Arabidopsis, Populus trichocarpa, Nicotiana benthamiana) and the moss Physcomitrium.
(b) Phylogenetic analysis of GHL17 sequences showed three major clades: α (yellow), β (blue), and γ (red), as defined by Gaudioso-Pedraza & Benitez-
Alfonso (2014). Physcomitrium patens GHL17 proteins identified in the PD proteome are labeled in red and Arabidopsis orthologs previously assayed for
localization colored in blue (Benitez-Alfonso, 2014; Gaudioso-Pedraza & Benitez-Alfonso, 2014). Red asterisks indicate P. patens and Arabidopsis PD-
localized GHL17 proteins and group in clade α, whereas non-PD-localized proteins are marked with black asterisks and cluster in either β or γ clades. Charo-
phyta green algae grouped in clade β. Fungi GHL17 sequences clustered separately (in green). The phylogenetic tree was generated with the maximum
likelihood method implemented in PHYML (Lemoine et al., 2019). Support values from 1000 bootstrap samples are shown at the nodes. Clades which do
not contain P. patens or Arabidopsis sequences were collapsed. (c) Subcellular localization in N. benthamiana epidermis cells of PpGHL17_1
(Pp3c17_13760V3.2), PpGHL17_7 (Pp3c10_5480V3.1), PpGHL17_8 (Pp3c14_5200V3.2), and PpGHL17_15 (Pp3c12_13470V3.5) mVenus fusion pro-
teins belonging to α clades. Bars, 20 μm. (d) Localization of PpGHL17_1-mVenus at PD pit fields (white arrowheads) in P. patens gametophore cells (Sup-
porting Information Methods S1). (e) Protonema cells of P. patens expressing PpGHL17_1-mVenus (Pp3c17_13760v3.2) showed an enrichment at the
cell-to-cell interface. Due to the high density of PD at the cell–cell interface, individual PD cannot be resolved in the image. (f) Images of CFDA/FRAP trans-
port assays of Physcomitrium ecotype Grandsen chloronema cells for wild-type, overexpressing PpGHL17_1 or PpGHL17_30. Bars, 20 μm. Asterisks indi-
cate the cell which was bleached. (g) Quantification of CFDA transport rates in P. patens ecotype Grandsen wild-type and genotypes overexpressing
GHL17_1 or GHL17_30 presented as fraction of CF recovery in the photo-bleached protonema cells within 15 min (Methods S1). Values represent the
mean � SE of 16 experiments for each line; small letters indicate significant (P < 0.05) differences (one-way ANOVA, Holm-Sidak correction). (h) Alpha-
Fold model of PpGHL17 α clade glycoside hydrolase domains (cyan) with the conserved IFALFNE(N) motif (yellow).
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Pp3c10_8680V3.4

Pp3c18_22500V3.3

Pp3c19_8770V3.5

Pp3c22_12550V3.1

PpEXO1

(b)(a)

(c)

Fig. 6 Exo/Exordium-Like (EXO/EXL) family members. (a) Subcellular localization of PpEXO_1 (Pp3c19_8770V3.5) in Nicotiana benthamiana leaf epider-
mis cells showing overlay with aniline blue. Bars, 10 μm. (b) AlphaFold model of the four top-ranking EXO family members in HC300. (c) Phylogenetic tree
of EXO/EXL family members from representative species of the embryophytes (17 from Physcomitrium patens, 8 from Arabidopsis, 12 fromOryza sativa,
and 17 from Populus trichocarpa) and all algae for which EXO orthologs could be identified (Coccomyxa subellipsoidea, Klebsormidium nitens, Chara
braunii, Spirogloea muscicola). Physcomitrium patens EXO/EXL members identified in the HC300 plasmodesmata (PD) proteome are labeled in red and
clustered in clade III in which EXO identified in other PD proteomes are grouped (labeled in blue). Numbers indicate fraction of bootstrapping rounds sup-
porting this node.
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Large-scale PD localization in N. benthamiana

Despite improvement in distinguishing likely PD proteins from
likely non-PD proteins by the PD scoring, experimental locali-
zation remains important. For example, we tested five members
of the GHL17 family of glycosyl hydrolases from the whole
PD proteome for PD localization with positive results for three
proteins and no PD localization in N. benthamiana for two
family members. Overall, the transient localization of Physcomi-
trium proteins in the N. benthamiana system proved efficient
and applicable also on a larger scale. Most importantly, our
approach showed that targeting mechanisms to PD are con-
served between bryophytes and vascular plants. However, we
cannot exclude the possibility that false negatives occurred,
either due to the absence of required chaperones or mis-
interpretation of sorting signals in this heterologous system. In
turn, false positives could have resulted from overexpression or
mislocalization. To address such caveats, we used an inducible
promoter and appropriate induction times to minimize overex-
pression artifacts.

Major protein families of P. patens PD

Plasmodesmata in land plants evolved to have more complex
structures compared with their counterparts found in Characeae
algae (Brunkard & Zambryski, 2017). This might reflect adapta-
tions to regulate PD conductance and the emergence of specia-
lized metabolic enzymes. Deposition of callose at the neck region
of PD is one of the major modes to gate PD (Zavaliev
et al., 2011). The maintenance of callose associated with PD is
affected mainly by callose synthases and β-1,3-glucanases. Thus,
it comes as no surprise that our high-confidence subset of the
P. patens PD proteome contains a high number (n = 84) of cell
wall and cell wall-modifying proteins. Among these, the largest
group comprised glycosyl hydrolases from the GHL17 subfamily.
The GHL17 family is an excellent example of a large protein
family which throughout evolution diversified in its subcellular
localization, with one clade becoming PD-localized. This sub-
family can also be taken as an example highlighting the two com-
ponents of the PD scoring, namely biochemical enrichment in
PD, and a feature scoring component. The feature scoring com-
ponent alone would not have been able to differentiate proteins
from the two clades of GHL17 proteins. However, the whole PD
score revealed an important means to differentiate PD-localized
and non-PD-localized GHL17s.

GHL17s and XTHs are considered important in controlling
PD gating by affecting callose formation. GHL17s as callose-
degrading enzymes are considered to be involved in keeping PD
in an open state (Levy et al., 2007; Zavaliev et al., 2013; Benitez-
Alfonso, 2014; Fig. 5e,f), while for XTHs, a role in cell wall
remodeling during formation of secondary PD was proposed
(Ehlers & Kollmann, 2001). Similarly, a callose synthase ortho-
log has been characterized with critical functions in enabling
sucrose transport in rice (Wang et al., 2009). The large numbers
of proteins involved in cell wall synthesis and remodeling in the
Physcomitrium PD proteome may reflect the need to dynamically

modify the composition of the PD associated cell wall regions
independently of other regions.

We identified four out of the 17 P. patens EXO/EXL proteins
in HC300. The Arabidopsis ortholog to Pp3c18_22500 is Phos-
phate induced 1 (PHI-1) and was initially identified in tobacco
BY-2 cell suspension cultures among genes induced after recovery
from phosphate-induced starvation (Sano et al., 1999). In Arabi-
dopsis, EXO/EXLs were proposed as potential mediators of
brassinosteroid-promoted growth (Coll-Garcia et al., 2004;
Schröder et al., 2011). Indeed, AtEXO and AtEXL1 expression is
induced by brassinosteroids, and AtEXO regulates other
brassinosteroid-responsive genes (Coll-Garcia et al., 2004;
Schröder et al., 2011). While overexpression of AtEXO promotes
shoot and root growth, its loss of function leads to a reduction in
growth resulting from a defect in cell expansion (Schröder
et al., 2009). The expression of several AtEXLs is also controlled
by carbon metabolism and energy status and is required during
adaptation to carbon and energy-limiting growth conditions
(Schröder et al., 2011). Although physiological functions of EXO
proteins are still unclear, it was proposed that AtEXO could con-
nect extracellular carbon status to growth responses (Schröder
et al., 2009, 2011; Lisso et al., 2013).

Bud dormancy was shown to be associated with a molecular
carbon starvation response which includes an increase in EXL2
and EXL4 RNA levels (Tarancon et al., 2017). During bud dor-
mancy, meristematic cells are symplasmically isolated through
callose-dependent PD obstruction (Rinne et al., 2001; Ruonala
et al., 2008; Cooke et al., 2012; Tylewicz et al., 2018). Photoper-
iod and gibberellic acid mediate opening of PD by inducing the
expression of GHL17s. GHL17s then promote callose hydrolysis
at PD and thereby contribute to dormancy release (Rinne
et al., 2011). Because of increasing evidence of EXO/EXL locali-
zation at PD, the involvement of these proteins in sensing of car-
bon status and regulation of growth response might need to be
revisited in the context of symplasmic communication. Indeed,
mechanisms by which these proteins mediate their physiological
functions remain to be elucidated. Structural features of the EXO
proteins suggest they can interact with other proteins through
their C-terminal globular domain and thus may have functions
in stabilizing protein complexes as scaffolds and/or in presenting
signaling components or substrates.

The Arabidopsis homolog to phosphatase Pp3c1_370,
TOPP4, was shown to regulate PIN1 polarity and trafficking
(Guo et al., 2015). This, together with receptor kinases identified
in HC300, indicates that also in Physcomitrium PD, posttransla-
tional modification of proteins could be an important mechan-
ism defining protein localization or gating of PD. Indeed,
phosphorylation-dependent recruitment to PD was described for
coreceptor QSK1 in Arabidopsis (Grison et al., 2019).

Evolution of PD localization within large protein families

Here, we present a thorough characterization of the PD pro-
teome of P. patens, a member of the bryophytes, which were
among the evolutionary early land plants. It is now possible to
compare PD proteomes of an early embryophyte to PD
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proteomes of vascular plants to obtain insights into evolution
of PD itself and also into evolution of processes that involve
PD. Symplasmic transport is highly regulated and involved in
numerous processes in plant development, for example, bud
dormancy and meristem activity. Thus, some of the PD pro-
teins are involved in transport of signaling molecules and
resource sharing and/or regulation thereof. These functions
must have evolved and diversified during evolution of multi-
cellularity. The P. patens HC300 contains multiple members
of larger protein families, exemplified by GHL17s, XTHs, and
EXO/EXLs, each of which diverged into several phylogenetic
clades. Interestingly, in all cases, PD-localized members
grouped in a distinct clade, often – as in the GHL17s – separ-
ating PD-localized and non-PD-localized family members.
Contrary to what has been previously reported (Li
et al., 2021), we also found EXO/EXL orthologs in algae.
However, EXO/EXL identified in the PD proteome do not
cluster with algae members, suggesting that EXO/EXL PD
localization might have emerged later during evolution of
embryophytes. The EXLs are not predicted to have GPI
anchors, but they contain an N-terminal alpha-helix, which is
predicted to contain an ER/secretory pathway targeting signal.
We hypothesize that a co-evolution of PD functions and
respective protein localization took place, leading to diversifica-
tion in these protein families.
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mVenus fusion proteins with aniline blue. Code of the FIJI macro
can be accessed at: https://github.com/SHaensch/2022_PD-
index-quantification.
PD scoring: The formulas underlying PD scoring are described in
the Materials and Methods section of the manuscript.
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